Froude Inc, 41123 Jo Drive
Novi, MI 48375, United States of America
Tel: (248) 579-4295 Fax: (248) 536-2810
Web: froudedyno.com

Conditions of Sale
1.

Definitions
Unless otherwise stipulated herein, the following terms will have the meanings
hereby assigned to them:•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

2.

The “Buyer”, “You” or “Your” is the company We receive a purchase
order from (this may be the end user of the equipment or a separate
commercial organisation acting on their behalf)
“Conditional Acceptance” shall mean when the Equipment has
completed commissioning and passed its on-site acceptance tests,
according to the Sellers standard procedures, and only minor snags
remain that do not prohibit commercial Use. Warranty commences at
this point.
“Contract” shall mean this Entire Agreement as defined in Clause 3.
The “End User” shall mean the final recipient of the equipment
The “Equipment” shall mean the goods and services defined as the
Seller’s scope of supply in the Tender.
“Final Acceptance” shall mean that the minor snags agreed at
Conditional Acceptance have been completed by the Seller.
“Parties” shall mean the Buyer and the Seller.
“Seller”, “Our”, “Us” or “We” shall mean Froude Hofmann Limited, of
the address above.
The “Tender” shall mean the offer for the Equipment made by the
Seller to the Buyer, comprising the price schedule, scope of supply
definition, technical specifications and project programme, if
applicable.
The "Prime Rate" shall mean the Prime Lending Rate charged to Your
Bank that issues the Letter of Credit as provided for in Clause 9F.

5.

Unless otherwise agreed in writing, any packaging supplied by Us will be to Our
standard specification, which should be adequate for the normal incidence of
competent handling, covered transport and short-term indoor storage in a
temperate climate. If additional protection is required, suitable for sea-freight
and/or tropical storage, then this will be charged at extra cost.
6.

7.

Entire Agreement
The scope of supply and services will be as Our Tender and the Entire Agreement
contains the following documents in the order of precedence :a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

These Conditions of Sale
The Seller’s Tender
The Seller’s deviation list to the Buyers specification (if applicable)
The Buyer’s Purchase Order
Buyer’s specification (if applicable)

9.

This Entire Agreement supersedes all previous documents and correspondence.
4.

Storage
If We are not able to effect delivery of the Equipments to You within 14 days
after the date We send notification to You that they are in a deliverable state, We
may arrange for their storage and insurance and You will pay to Us Our
reasonable charges for so doing.

Unless otherwise agreed in writing these conditions will govern all contracts for the
sale of the Equipment or for the supply of goods or services. Any qualification of
these conditions and any other conditions which the Buyer may seek to impose will
not apply unless expressly accepted by the Seller in writing.
3.

Delivery/Passing of Risk
Delivery is Ex-Works unless otherwise stated. All risk of accidental loss or
damage to the Equipments passes to You on the earlier of delivery or, 14 days
after the date on which We send notification to You that the Equipment is in a
deliverable state, then on the expiry of that period.

8.

General

Packaging

Loss or Damage Pre-Receipt by You or in Transit
a.

You must notify Us within seven days of any shortages in or damage to Our
Equipment

b.

Where We have agreed to be responsible for carriage You must give Us such
notice within 5 working days as will enable Us to give the required notice of
the shortage or damage to the carriers within any time scale prescribed by
them.

c.

Failure to notify Us as required above, or failure to preserve the relevant
Equipment and its packaging, will entitle Us to disclaim all liability. If
before You open any package containing the Equipment You observe
damage to it or anything else which makes it possible that damage may have
occurred to the contents. You must advise Us of the fact before opening the
package, so that We can arrange for a joint inspection or otherwise take steps
to verify the situation.

Price and Payment
a.

The price quoted does not include domestic sales taxes or any import duties
or taxes in the country of the Buyer or End-User. You are responsible for the
payment of these duties and taxes if applicable.

b.

Unless otherwise specified in the proposal, payment terms will be 50% of
contract value with order, and 50% of contract value prior to delivery.
However, We reserve the right to require payment immediately on
completion of the services or on delivery of the Equipments or on sending
notification that the Equipments are in a deliverable state if You have
previously failed to make any payment owing to Us on the due date. Should
a Force Majeure event prevent the Buyer from attending any agreed Factory
Acceptance Tests, then the Buyer will sign the Factory Acceptance Test
Certificate upon presentation by the Seller, by electronic means, of copies of
satisfactory factory test results (made according to the Seller’s standards).

Inspection and Tests
Only Our standard inspection and tests before shipment (if any) are included.
Copies of these are available upon request. Should additional inspection or tests be
requested, these, where practicable and subject to Our agreement, will be quoted
separately and charged to You as an extra. If it is arranged that You or Your
representative shall attend any inspection or tests, but You fail to attend them within
seven days of Our advising You that We are ready for them, the tests may proceed in
Your absence but shall be deemed to have been made as if in Your presence. In this
case You will appoint Us as your agent to issue a signed Factory Acceptance
Certificate a copy of which will be furnished to You.
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c.

d.

iii) the provision of scaffolding, lifting equipment and any other equipment
(excluding hand tools) and all services required to install or operate the
Equipments.

If You do not pay the whole or any part of the price on the required day then
You shall pay to Us interest on the amount outstanding from the due date
until the actual date of payment at the rate of 5% over the Prime Rate from
time to time in force. Additionally, the Seller will be entitled to withhold
site-service support and to safely disable the Equipment until payment is
made.

So long as any payment due from You to Us is outstanding for more than 30
days, whether under the same or any other contract or transaction, We shall have
a lien on any Equipments in Our possession and We shall be entitled to retain
them or any of them and/or suspend work on any contract (including site support
or warranty support). Until the full purchase price has been paid, Seller reserves
a Purchase Money Security Interest under the Uniform Commercial Code (the
“UCC”) in the Goods and in all products and proceeds thereof. Purchaser shall
execute such documents as Seller may require, including, but not limited to, one
or more Financing Statements. Purchaser agrees and hereby appoints Seller as
its attorney-in-fact to do, at Seller’s option, all acts and things Seller may deem
desirable to perfect and continue to perfect the Purchase Money Security Interest
granted hereby, including Seller’s authority to file Financing Statements naming
Purchaser as debtor and Seller as secured party without Purchaser’s signature in
those states where such filing are permitted, and to sign Purchaser’s name thereto
where required. At Seller’s option, there shall be no delivery of any of the
Goods ordered hereunder until all documents necessary to perfect the Purchase
Money Security Interest have been executed to Seller’s satisfaction. All costs
and expenses of Seller, including attorneys’ fees for the preparation and
recordation of documents deemed necessary and appropriate to establish and
perfect the Purchase Money Security Interest, shall be Purchaser’s responsibility
and shall be immediately payable by Purchaser upon receipt of Seller’s invoice
for same. This Purchase Money Security Interest is in addition to and not in lieu
of any security interest of Seller under Article 2 of the UCC.

e.

The Seller may invoice and ship for sections of the Equipment if the Scope of
Supply Consists of two or more discrete operating units.

f.

An irrevocable Letter of Credit (ILOC) will be issued by the Buyer’s bank in
favor of the Seller, unless otherwise agreed in writing. The Buyer must arrange
the issue of the ILOC to the Seller at least two months before the scheduled exworks shipment. If the Buyer is late in doing so, the Seller may suspend its
obligations under the Contract and will be entitled to interest on late payments
caused by the suspension at the rate of 5% over the Prime Rate from time to
time in force

iv) any work whether preparatory to installation or in the installation itself not
specifically included in Our quotation, and giving Us access to and
possession of the site at such time and in such state as may enable Us to
complete the installation within any agreed time limit.
v)

The provision of a site office for Our supervisors with desk and lockable
storage. A broadband internet connection must be provided for the
exclusive Use of Our supervisors, free of charge.
vi)
Failure to do any of the above in (i) – (v) will entitle the Seller to a
contract variation for the extra costs involved in supervising the site.

d.

On-site acceptance tests will follow the Sellers standards, unless agreed in
writing by Us. The Buyer will allow the Seller to demonstrate conformance to
these acceptance tests at the Buyer’s cost and promptly after the
commissioning phase. Once these tests are passed then Conditioonal
Accetptance is achieved, and the Buyer will sign the Conditional Acceptance
Certificate. After Condttional Acceptance the Seller must complete any minor
snags identified on the Conditional Acceptance Certificate within 90 days.
Once the minor snags are completed Final Acceptance is achieved, and the
Buyer
will
sign
the
Final
Acceptance
Certificate.

e.

Notwithstanding Clause 10(d), after commissioning, if commercial Use of the
Equipment is commenced the Equipment is deemed to have reached
Conditional and Final Acceptance, and the defects warranty will commence.

11. Extra Costs
You will pay to Us any extra costs that We incur as a result of Contract-variations,
delay to delivery or commissioning, cancellation or suspension of work arising from
any act or omission of Yours or any other contractor employed by You, or by any
other circumstance for which We are not responsible. These extra costs will include
all direct losses, claims, damages and liabilities We incur as a result of such acts or
omissions.
12. Passing of Title and Risk
Unless otherwise agreed:
a.

Notwithstanding delivery of the Equipment and the passing of risk therein the
Equipment shall not become Your property until We have received payment
for it in full Upon delivery the Buyer shall assume risk for the Equipment and
must maintain adequate storage conditions for the Equipment and insurance.

b.

If You dispose of the Equipment before We have received payment for it in full
then, notwithstanding delivery of the same or the passing of risk therein, We
shall have the right to recover the proceeds of such disposal by any means, in
order to recover the price unpaid together with interest at the Bank of England
base rate plus 5% and other direct costs, including our actual attorneys fees

c.

In either case of a) or b) occurring then We may retain any and all payments
made by You as liquidated damages and as reasonable compensation for Use of
the equipment up to the time of repossession. We may also charge You with
the reasonable costs of repossession, including actual attorneys fees.

10. Installation, Commissioning and Acceptance
a.

When any installation or Commissioning services provided for in the contract
are limited to supervision, We will supply the necessary competent personnel
for supervision purposes only. You will supply all other necessary skilled and
unskilled labour and all equipment and tools for the installation of Our
Equipments.

b.

When the contract provides for actual installation and/ or commissioning by
Us, We will supply the necessary supervisory personnel, skilled and unskilled
labour and hand tools for the installation of the Equipment according to the
details of the installation services specified in Our quotation.

c.

In either case, unless otherwise specifically stated in Our quotation, You will
be responsible for:i)

all necessary preparation of the site, including all work to buildings,
foundations, supporting structures and fixing points.

ii)

the proper unloading and safekeeping of the Equipment, and tools/ rigging
if applicable, from the time of delivery.
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a.

For Injury and Death
We will indemnify You for death or personal injury to the Buyers personnel
and/ or sub-contractors caused by the Sellers negligence.
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b.

For Damage to Property
We will indemnify You against damage to Your or other people’s property
resulting from Our negligence or that of Our servants or agents in the execution
of the contract or as a result of Our breach of the contract.

c.

For Delay In Delivery
i)

The date for delivery of the Equipment or completion of the contract
quoted or otherwise agreed is, save as mentioned below, only Our current
best estimate of the likely date for such delivery or completion. Time is
therefore not of the essence and We shall not be liable for any loss or
damage of any kind whatsoever resulting from any delay in such delivery
or completion.

ii)

Any time for delivery and/or completion of the contract shall be extended
by reasonable periods if delivery and/or completion of the contract is
hindered or delayed by any reason not entirely within Our control
(including but not limited to Force Majeure events, industrial disputes,
whether at Our plant or not and shortages of materials or component parts
caused otherwise than by Our fault).

Except as otherwise provided herein, Seller warrants that the Equipment is free from
defects in material and workmanship under normal use for 12 months from the date
of first commercial use of the Equipment or 15 months after the date on which We
notify You that the Equipment is ready for delivery (if the Equipment has not yet
been delivered), whichever first occurs. If Your notify Us in writing within the
warranty period of any claimed defect in the Equipment, and after appropriate tests
and inspection by Us, such Equipment is found not to be in conformity with this
warranty, We shall at our sole option and expense, and as Your sole remedy, either
repair or replace the defective Equipment. Buyer shall not return the Equipment to
Seller, however, without Seller’s prior written authorization. Any repairs made by
Buyer or any other person or entity without Seller’s prior written authorization will
render this warranty void.
Seller makes no warranty:
concerning the compliance of the Equipment with any local, state, or federal
laws or regulations, including without limitation electrical, building, or other
codes or requirements. Buyer agrees to accept full responsibility for
complying with such laws, regulations, codes, and requirements.

b.

against any defect or damage incurred in transit.

c.

concerning (and does not assume in this or any other document) any
obligation or liability in connection with patent or copyright infringement suits
brought against Buyer with respect to the Equipment, which were designed by
Buyer.

d.

as to the durability and quality of, or other matter relating to, any materials
used in conjunction with the Equipment .

Other than as set forth in this Section, Seller makes no warranty, express or
implied, with regard to the Equipment.
SELLER’S WARRANTY HEREUNDER IS LIMITED TO REPAIRING OR
REPLACING (AT SELLER’S SOLE OPTION) ANY EQUIPMENT THAT IS
PROVED TO BE DEFECTIVE, AND SELLER SHALL IN NO EVENT HAVE
ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY OTHER DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
SELLER’S WARRANTY FOR THE
EQUIPMENT IS EXCLUSIVE AND IS IN LIEU OF ANY OTHER
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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15. Safety
The price quoted only includes for the provision of guarding or other safety
equipment to the extent specifically stated in Our quotation. If any further guarding
or other safety equipment is required under any statutory enactment or regulation
for the time being in force, then if it is agreed that We shall provide the same You
will pay Us Our reasonable charges for so doing, or if it is not so agreed You shall
undertake with Us to take such specified steps in connection with the safety of the
Equipment sufficient to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that the
Equipment will be safe when Used properly. In either case the Equipment should
not be Used until all necessary guarding or other safety equipment has been
provided.

16. Ownership of Designs

14. Warranty and Warranty Limitations

a.

Storage of a Go Power or Froude system must be in accordance with our
recommended storage and inspection procedures.
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We will be the sole owners of all inventions and designs and the copyright in all
documents and drawings, made or produced by Us in preparing a quotation for You
or in the course of work on the Contract.
17. Location of Use
The Equipment supplied by Us shall not be used in any country other than that for
which We were aware they were originally ordered, without Our consent in writing.
18. Patents
We will indemnify You against all claims and actions against You for infringement
of any letters patent, registered design, trade mark or copyright arising from the Use
of the Equipment, provided always that this indemnity shall not apply to any
infringement which is due to:
a.

Our having followed a design or instruction furnished or given by You, or

b.

the use of such Equipment in a manner or for a purpose or in a country not
specified or disclosed to Us in writing prior to the contract being made, or

c.

any infringement which is due to the use of such Equipment in association or
combination with any other article not supplied by Us and provided also that
this indemnity is conditional on Your giving to Us the earliest possible notice
in writing of any claim being made or action threatened or brought against You
and on Your permitting Us at Our own expense to have the sole conduct of all
correspondence, negotiations and litigation that may ensue. You on Your part
represent and warrant to Us that any design or instruction furnished or given by
You shall not be such as will cause Us to infringe any letters patent, registered
design trade mark or copyright in the execution of Your order. You must
provide all assistance to the Seller, at Your cost, to help defend such claims.

19. Severance
If at any time any one or more of the provisions of these conditions become or are
held invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect under any law, the validity and
enforceability of the remaining provisions hereof shall not in any way be affected or
impaired thereby.
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20. Law

within

Any dispute, controversy, or claim arising out of or relating to this Contract or its
breach, termination or invalidity, whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, shall
be settled by arbitration administered by the American Arbitration Association under
its Commercial Arbitration Rules, and judgment on the award rendered by the
arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof located in
Oakland County, Michigan. The parties agree to submit to the jurisdiction of said
court for purposes of the enforcement of the award. The hearing shall be conducted
at the offices of the AAA in southeastern Michigan or at such other location in
southeastern Michigan as the arbitrator(s) shall direct. The substantially prevailing
party in the arbitration shall be entitled to an award of its actual costs and fees,
including its share of the forum costs and arbitrator(s)' fees and expenses, and its
reasonable attorney fees incurred in the arbitration and in seeking to enforce the
award in court, including any appeals.

b.

The Seller has right to suspend the Contract if the Buyer is in Breach of the
Contract. The Buyer will be responsible for any direct costs the Seller incurs
as a result of such suspension, including interest on delayed payments at the
U.S. Prime Lending rate plus 5%. Should payments under Clause 9 not be
received within 160 days of the due date, then the Contract shall terminate and
the provisions of Clause 23 shall apply.
The Buyer has the right to suspend the Contract at any time, for any reason, by
providing notice to the Seller in writing. In such cases the Seller will cease
engineering, production and purchasing activity and will store materials to
prevent their deterioration. The Seller will be entitled to interest payments on
payments delayed by such suspension at the U.S. Prime Lending rate plus 5%.
The Buyer may give notice to the Seller to recommence work at any time
after suspension, in which case any costs incurred by the Seller due to the
suspension shall constitute an agreed variation to the Contract.
Should the suspension continue for more than four months then the Contract
shall terminate and the provisions of Clause 23 will apply.

23. Termination of Contract
a.

The Buyer may terminate this Contract only if the Seller commits a material
breach of the Contract, and does not remedy within 90 days after receipt of
written notice from the Buyer. Upon termination the Seller shall immediately
cease all purchasing, engineering, assembly or site activities under the
Contract.

b.

The Seller may also terminate the Contract if the Buyer files or suffers the
filing of state or federal bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings or becomes
insolvent.

c.

Upon Termination of the Contract, including termination under the provisions
of this Clause and Clause 22, the Seller will be entitled to reasonable
termination costs which will be identified by the Seller within 60 days of
termination notice, and which shall include direct material cost for material
and labour with applicable overhead and profit. Such costs may include
commitments entered into by the Seller in connection with this Contract and
which cannot be avoided, included storage costs. These termination costs will
be invoiced to the Buyer within 60 days of the Termination and are payable
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24. Force Majeure
The Seller shall be excused for failure and delays in performance caused by war
between any Parties country and any other country, civil war, riots or insurrections
in the Parties country, any laws, proclamations, ordinances, or regulations of the
Government of any Party's country or of any political subdivision of such country,
or strikes, lockouts, floods, fires, explosions, natural disasters (including Volcanic
Ash clouds), pandemics, or other catastrophes beyond the reasonable control and
without the fault of such party. No Party shall be excused for a failure or delay in
making any payment of money to be made hereunder. This provision shall not,
however, release the Parties from using reasonable efforts to remove or avoid all
such causes, and the Parties shall continue performance hereunder with the utmost
dispatch whenever such causes are removed. The Parties shall give prompt notice
thereof to the other party if a Force Majeure event becomes known that may affect
performance of the Contract.

25. Indemnification

22. Suspension of Contract
a.

days

Late payment of this invoice will incur interest at the U.S. Prime Lending rate
plus 5%. The Seller has the right to retain all Contract materials until full
payment is received.

The Entire Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted under the Law of the
State of Michigan in which this Contract is deemed to have been executed.
21. Arbitration

30
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Buyer hereby agrees to hold harmless and indemnify Seller and its agents,
employees, directors, and officers from any and all expenses, losses, and damages,
including legal fees, incurred as a result of claims by third parties against Seller:
a.

due to Buyer’s breach of these Conditions of Sale or

b.

resulting from Seller’s use of any information (such as drawings, descriptions,
models, or pictures) related to the design, manufacture, or distribution of the
Equipment furnished by Buyer to Seller (e.g., claims of patent infringement,
unfair trade practices or competition, or appropriation of proprietary
information).

Any cause of action concerning the transaction reflected by this Agreement (except
actions by Seller for nonpayment of amounts due under this Agreement) must be
commenced within 2 years after such causes of action accrue.
Seller has the right to correct any stenographical or clerical errors in any of the
writings issued by it. The terms and conditions stated herein constitute the
complete and exclusive statement of the terms and conditions of the sale of the
Goods hereunder, and there are no other promises, conditions, understandings,
representations, or warranties of any kind. This Agreement may be modified only
by a writing signed by both Seller and Purchaser. Seller’s failure to enforce any
right hereunder will not be construed as a waiver of its right to performance in the
future. Purchaser shall not assign its obligations hereunder without Seller’s prior
written consent.
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